
 

 

 

THINK ENGLISH – SPEAK ENGLISH 

 

 

 

Full name: .................................................................................... 

English name: .............................................................................. 

Class: .........................................................................................… 

 

READING 

Part 1: Complete the description with the words in the box: ( Prepositions of 

place) 

above      behind       between        in       in front 

   near         next           on                 opposite   under 

The tennis court’s (1) ……………… the beach. Two players are (2) ……….. the 

court. The boy’s standing (3) ……………. the girl. The net’s (4) ……………. the 

two players and girl’s head and her racket’s (7) …………… her hand. There’s a 

white line(8) …………… her feet. There’s a man on a chair (9)………….. to the net 

and some people (10) …………….. him.  

Part 2: Complete the conversation between Layla and her sister.  Write the 

correct letter (A_H) for the gaps (11_15) 

Example:  

Sister: Where did you last see your diary? 

Layla: (0) E 

Sister: Did you write in it yesterday? 

Layla: (11) ………………. 
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Sister: Maybe you put it in the cupboard. 

Layla: (12) ……………….. 

Sister: Well, what about under your bed? 

Layla: (13) ………………… 

Sister: Layla, what’s that there? 

Layla: (14) …………… 

Sister: Between your bed and the wall. 

Layla: (15) ……………. 

Sister: I think it’s time to tidy your room.  

  

Part 3: Read the article about health. Then choose the best word for each space    

Good health is invaluable. 

It’s important to have a healthy (16) …………… That’s why I get up early in 

the morning and go for a run. It wakes up my (17) ………………. and my 

body. When I come back, I have a shower, eat (18) ………….. and watch the 

(19) …………… on TV. I make my (20) …………… lunch and go off to 

school on my bicycle. I feel that I have a lot off (21) …………… when I go 

into the classroom to teach my first class. 

16 A.lifestyle  B.survey C.news 

17 A.survey  B.brain C.health 

18 A.juice  B.lunch C.breakfast 

19        A.news                 B.survey       C.search 

20 A.done  B.packed      C.fast 

21 A.sauce  B.brain         C.energy 

 

Part 4: Complete the sentences with the superlative form of the word in the 

brackets.  

22.  In Britain, December is …………………………….( busy) shopping month of 

the year. 

23. The ………………. (good) score we got this year was 5-0. 

24. The ……………………….(expensive) shops are in the central square.  
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25. This wasn’t ………………… (difficult) homework I did this evening. French 

was harder.  

26. I think fruit is ……………………..(healthy) food.  

  

Part 5: Match the sentence endings (a-f) to the sentence beginnings ( 27-33).  

27. We eat  …………………                          

28. Most people have a   …………………..                     

29. I want to invite ……………… 

30. Musicians play ………………… 

31. At midnight we wish  …………….. 

32. People celebrate ……………….. 

33. Girls decorate ………………………… 

a. a special meal on New Year’s day. 

b. all of my friends, but my dad says I can only ask 10 people. 

c. the start of spring and hope for a good year.  

d. their hair with jewellery. 

e. Guitars and drums while people dance. 

f. party after their wedding.  

g. everyone “ Happy New Year”. 

Part 6: Put the words in order to make sentences   

34. class/who/oldest/the/t lie/in/is ? 

………………………………………………………………………………….. 

35. passenger/plane/used to be/Concord/world/fastest/the/in/the 
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………………………………………………………………………………….. 

36. book/interesting/than my/your/more/is/book 

………………………………………………………………………………….. 

37.   bought /expensive/shop/the/in/watch/most/Peter/the 

………………………………………………………………………………….. 

38.  cheapest/buy/you/shop/in/the/the/did/vvatch/? 

….…………………………………………………………………………………….. 

39. difficult/German/English/is/than/more/much 

….…………………………………………………………………………………….. 

40. weather/ better/today/than/much/ is/yesterday/ the 

….……………………………………………………………………………………… 

 

 

 

 

WRITING 

Please write about Tet holiday  

(80- 120 words) 

You should say: 

– when it takes place 

– why it takes place 

– what the people do during this holiday 

and explain why this holiday is important to you 
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